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CALL FOR INFORMATION
If you have enjoyed an online lecture, informative or entertaining video or virtual tour please
send in the web address to the Editor with a short review to share with our members in the
forthcoming newsletters.

Dave Rogers

ZOOM Meetings
Chat 1.45 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Notices 2 p.m. to 2.15 p.m.
Talk at 2.15 p.m.

Date

Speaker

Title

18th March 2021

Howard Slater

History of Rock and Roll

15th April 2021

Judy Karbritz

Boudoir, Bigot and Binge

20th May 2021

Jim Ellis

Our brain – How we remember, why we forget

17th June 2021

Adam Smith

Victorian Food and Dining
Jane Elliston

David Wilson – Treasurer
An Important Message for All Group Leaders
We have been advised, by The Third Age Trust, that we must include the total of any
cash balances held by groups in the year-end financial accounts from now onwards. If
you hold a cash balance for your group would you please let me know the amount of it
as at the 31st March, 2021. I need this information in writing please, either by e-mail
(treasurer@u3a.co) or by letter. Please include your name and the name of the group in
the communication. Thank you.
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Simon Reeks - Chairman
It was very sad to hear that Graham Green has passed away. All our commiserations go to his family,
may he rest in peace.
Although there is now a “roadmap” detailing the various stages when we MAY come out of lockdown,
much depends on how the pandemic actually progresses. Your committee is discussing the future and
we will issue guidance (dates, etc.) once the picture becomes clearer.
Full detail of the May AGM by Zoom was issued in last month’s newsletter – please send any questions,
agenda items or committee nominations direct to our Secretary, David Mummery - secretary@u3a.co .
We now have subtitles set for future Zoom sessions – you should see a button marked “Live Transcript”
on the Zoom taskbar to switch subtitles on or off. You will also be able to change their size and to drag
them to appear anywhere on the screen. After a session, let me know what you think about the subtitle
system so that I can gauge whether or not it is a useful facility - chairman@u3a.co .
Just a quick reminder that the 2021 Census is due for completion on Sunday 21st March or as soon as
possible thereafter. You should have already received a letter which includes your “household access
code” to allow you to fill in the census online. If you would prefer to complete a paper version rather
than online simply request a paper version at www.census.gov.uk or call (free) on 0800 141 2021 (who
will also be able to help with any other census related queries that you may have).

Dave Rogers – Editor
The Origins of Easter Celebrations
Why is Easter a moveable feast with Easter Sunday falling between 22nd March to 25th April?
Measurement of time relies on our ability to measure the movements of heavenly bodies in space. The
logical start was a calendar based on observations of our physical world and its moon.




A day is one revolution of the Earth on its axis (24 hours)
A month is one orbit of the Moon around the Earth (always 29.5 days)
A year is one repetition of the four seasons calculated as 12 months (354 days)

This system is known as the Lunar Clock. The reason for any calendar is its ability to forecast the
regular occurrences of physical phenomena. The Lunar Clock did this for our seasons – particularly
the spring equinox when night and day are exactly the same length. It wasn’t until 1543 that Nicolaus
Copernicus changed everything with his theory that the Earth orbited the Sun. Our calendar had to
change to fit in with this new theory – a year was 11 days longer! Time had not changed but timekeeping (the clock) had.




A day is still one revolution of the Earth on its axis (24 hours)
A year is one orbit of the Earth around the Sun (365 days)
A year still contains 12 months with a range of 28 to 31 days per month to give a 365-days total.

This solar year was not the only 365 -day calendar known to astronomers. The Egyptians had adopted
a calendar based on the rising of the “dog-star” Sirius. This so-called “heliacal rising” always
preceded the flood of the Nile by a few days. Based on this knowledge, they devised a 365-day
calendar that seems to have begun in 4236 B.C., the earliest recorded year in history. Their year had
12 months of 30 days followed by 5 days of religious festivals. Julius Caesar, after conquering Egypt,
devised his 365-day Julian calendar in 46 B.C.
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Easter tries to harmonise the solar and lunar
calendars. According to the Gospels, Jesus was killed
around the time of the Jewish Passover whose date is
fixed by the lunar clock as the first full moon following
the spring equinox. Calculating one calendar against
another is seriously complicated, so, phases of the
moon are printed in u3a diaries. As a general rule,
Easter falls on the first Sunday, following the first full
moon after 21st March if Easter is to coincide with the
Jewish Passover – a necessity for the Christian
Church. Only the Jewish and Islamic religions still use
the Lunar Clock exclusively. Other religions use a
lunisolar calendar – a combination based on phases of
the moon and position of the sun in the sky.
In Britain, an Easter Act was passed in 1928 fixing the holiday as “the first Sunday after the
second Saturday in April” in an attempt to simplify the whole process and reduce the time lag
(9th April to 15th April). This law remains on the statute book but it has never been enforced.
EASTER EGGS
Many scholars believe that Easter had its origins as an early AngloSaxon festival that celebrated the goddess Eostre, and the coming of
spring. The egg has been a symbol of rebirth and fertility for many
centuries. Some Christian missionaries hoped that celebrating Christian
holy days at the same times as pagan festivals would encourage
conversion, especially if some of the symbols carried over. Residents of
13th Century English villages brought their gifts of Eostre eggs to
manorial lords every year. Eggs, also, became what people gave to the
church for the poor as a special offering on Good Friday. There’s
evidence that such eggs were coloured – particularly red to represent the
Blood of Christ. This practice of Eostre/Easter dues continued well into
the 18th Century even as both sectors transferred to cash.
MAUNDY THURSDAY & ROYAL MAUNDY MONEY
Maundy Thursday before Good Friday was a religious service were church clergy washed the feet of
their congregation in an Enactment of Christ’s Humility. Kings were invited to perform this act in their
places of worship. In 1662, Charles II added giving coins to the congregation, possibly as payment to
avoid performing the ablutions. Certainly, the tradition of washing feet faded out at the beginning of
the eighteenth century. Today’s recipients of Royal Maundy Money are elderly men and women, chosen
for the Christian service they have given to the Church of England and the community. There has
always been as many recipients as there are years in the sovereign’s age – the number increasing year
by year until the sovereign’s death.
HOT CROSS BUNS & EASTER CANDLES
At the feast of Eostre, the Saxon fertility goddess, an ox was sacrificed and its
crossed horns became a symbol of the season that was carved into the bread.
The “bun” derives from the Saxon word “boun” meaning “sacred ox.”
The pagans would light bonfires to welcome the rebirth of the Sun God. Some
Christians now celebrate the Easter Vigil service where glowing candles
represent the Light of the World. This follows the theme of the Christingle
service where oranges pierced by sticks of dolly mixture; a red ribbon and a
lighted candle are given to children as presents at Christmas.
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CHOCOLATE EASTER EGGS
Around the world, the likes of France and Germany had been
making chocolate eggs for many years before the United
Kingdom, but these eggs had been made from solid dark
chocolate. They were “grainy” with a “bitter” taste. The first
UK manufacturer to figure out how to use moulds and make
hollow eggs was Fry’s through their family innovation – mixing
cocoa fat with cocoa powder and sugar. The result of this
innovation was a smooth paste that could be “poured” around the
inside of moulds. Fry’s chocolate eggs first appeared in Easter
1873 quickly followed by Cadbury’s two years later. These
hollow chocolate eggs were accepted as symbols of Christ’s empty
tomb. Nowadays, they tend to be filled with sweets.
EASTER BONNETS
The first bonnets were circles of leaves and flowers to show the
cycle of the seasons worn by both sexes. In 19th Century, Queen
Victoria as Defender of the Faith set the trend of a modern hat
that women and girls wear to Easter services, and (in the
United States) in the Easter parade following it. Ladies
purchased new and elaborate designs for particular church
services, and in the case of Easter, taking the opportunity of
the end of Lent to buy luxury items. Now, in a more casual
society, Easter Bonnets are becoming harder to find, as fewer
and fewer women bother with the tradition. Until recently, it
was popular in an infant school to ask a child to design an Easterthemed hat at that time of year.
EASTER BUNNY & EASTER EGG HUNT
In Germany, the symbol associated with Eostre was the rabbit because of the animal's high
reproduction rate. The first Easter Bunny legend was documented in the 16th Century. By 1680, the
first magical children’s story about a hare laying eggs and hiding them in a garden appeared. In the
18th Century children made nests of easter bonnets and caps in which this creature could leave its
coloured eggs. Much like leaving mince-pies for Santa, German children left a carrot out for the Easter
Bunny. Chocolate bunny figurines also originated in Germany, where they began making pastries of
solid chocolate for the fabled rabbit in the 19th Century.
EASTER PARADES
The Easter parade began after the American
Civil War (1870) as a “fashion promenade,”
rooted in the custom of a Sunday walk
following religious service. Wealthy New
Yorkers would emerge from their respective
houses of worship along Fifth Avenue to stroll
down the street, dine at hotels nearby, or pay
social calls. However, in the 1880s, what began
as the Christian churches lining Fifth Avenue
being decorated with spring flowers extended
into the ladies of the congregations displaying
elaborate articles of fashionable dress.

In your easter bonnet, with all the frills upon it,
You'll be the grandest lady in the easter parade.
I'll be all in clover and when they look you over,
I'll be the proudest fellow in the easter parade.
On the avenue, fifth avenue, the photographers
will snap us,
And you'll find that you're in the rotogravure.
Oh, I could write a sonnet about your easter
bonnet,
And of the girl I'm taking to the easter parade.
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While women were wearing new Easter hats or bonnets for a number of decades, the “Easter Bonnet”
did not become fixed into popular culture until Irving Berlin penned the lyrics for his Depression-era
1933 song, Easter Parade. The song was featured on Broadway and in several films and was finally
turned into a movie of the same name starring Judy Garland and Fred Astaire in 1948.
Although parades at Easter were organised by the London Tourist Board, they consisted of floats
advertising the Capitol’s attractions. The first United Kingdom Easter Parade took place on April 20th
2019 in London. Plans were made for 2020 and advertised – “Put on your finest threads and join us for
an Easter Sunday stroll through central London (route TBC). We will meet at 11am under the portico
of St Paul's Church in Covent Garden, then take a gentle stroll at 11.15am. Route will be approximately
2 miles, with a couple of scheduled pub / cafe stops. Any eras, styles (vintage or modern) welcomed. A
chance to put on your finery, meet old friends and make new ones.” Who will join me in their Easter
Bonnet at the Easter Parade in London whenever NORMALITY RETURNS?!

Jasmine Reeks – Membership Secretary
MEMBERSHIP
Again, it is with sadness that I heard about the death of one of our previous members. Graham Green
was a member of our u3a from 2001 until 2018. He had been in a care home for a little while before
Maureen, his wife cancelled his membership with us. You will remember Maureen died in the early
months of 2020. Our sympathy to the family.
Birthday Greetings to all you March babies – I know at least one of our members has a late March
birthday. Enjoy your other celebrations too. My brother-in-law and his wife will celebrate their 27th
anniversary this month. They had about 4-5 ceremonies! A civil wedding and a Hindu marriage
ceremony in London, one or two Hindu ceremonies in Guyana (her family’s home) and a church
blessing in Norfolk.

YARN CRAFTERS
I am not sure what timetable I can give here as though we are a small group, I have a small front room
so not a chance for social distancing! A wait and see situation, may be Autumn but who really knows.
All of you still crafting, carry on. I can only hope the Maternity unit will eventually take in the prem
baby blankets.

LOCKDOWN ACTIVITIES
We are great fans of Zoom lectures having watched a variety of diverse topics such as Mentmore; the
Music of the Sixties; The Great War and Armed Forces Recycling Drive; and so many more and then
there are our own u3a Zoom lectures and meetings. Jane thanks for arranging the Honeybee talk – it
was superb. I can hear the speaker, see the screen and do not have to go out in the dark. However, I do
miss the face-to-face chats as I am sure we all do, we just have to be patient!
Our Scavenger Hunts have come to a standstill as we have collected all of those items on the list that we
can see from our daily walks. If anyone has a “Beware of the Cat” sign on their house or in their window
and would not mind us photographing it, please let us know for when we are allowed out. “Beware of
the Dog” was relatively easy to “capture” and we saw but didn’t need “Never Mind the Dog, Beware
the Owners”.

LOCAL HISTORY & FAMILY HISTORY
We screened our second Local History Zoom lecture in February. Well technically and ethically it was
a Transport History Zoom which we semi hijacked. Cyril Parsons presented the “Railways of Aylesbury
Vale”. There were 29 attendees and I think that is great. Our third Zoom will be presented by Rupert
Anson “I Think I know who I am” on Thursday 25th March at 10.30. The details have been sent out to
all Local History members but if others would like to join in, please contact Simon Reeks and he will
pass on the connection details. Please do not share these with non u3a members.
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I am connected with a research group looking at Chetwode Water Mill in the north of the
county. The buildings disappeared by the 1950s but a mill on that site looks likely since the
Domesday Book. In these lockdown days, we are looking at printed materials that are online.
Chetwode is approx. 4 miles SW of Buckingham and is very close to the border with
Oxfordshire. However, if your family was connected with the mill and/or you have any images
of it, please contact me. Nothing asked nothing known. Many thanks.
Whilst on our circular walk to town, I photographed the Clock Tower
in Market Square. Yes, we were there at 9.30 a.m. (few people about).
The Clock Tower was built in 1876 on the site of the former Market
House, which was demolished in 1866. It was designed by architect
David Brandon who also designed other public buildings in the town
including the Corn Exchange and the Royal Buckinghamshire Hospital
1859-62. A David Brandon was also credited with St John’s Hospital,
Stone 1850-52; St Margaret, Tylers Green, 1853; and St Pauls, Bledlow
Ridge 1868.
I cannot double check if it is the same architect, it looks probable. Do look at the Aylesbury
Remembered site for a bumper crop of historical photos of the Tower. The firm of Webster and
Cannon team built the clock tower and one of the stonemasons was Frank William Bennett,
who produced the floral scroll work. The inscription on the bottom of the tower reads: 'This
Foundation Stone for the Aylesbury Town Clock Tower was laid the eleventh day of July 1876
by Mrs Tindal’.

April Smart – Webmaster
MIRTHY TALKS
Mirthy Talks are Online Events covering everything from Gardening and Travel to History
and Show Business. Talks range from free to £3 - £5 for live Zoom events and you will need to
register in advance. Below is a list of their public talks, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, they all
start at 4pm.

Date

Title

Cost

Tuesday 16th March

Passage through India

£2.99

Thursday 18th March

Morecambe & Wise

FREE

Tuesday 23rd March

Curiosities of London Part 2

£2.99

Thursday 25th March

Tibetan Journey

FREE

Tuesday 30th March

The Misadventures of a Cruise Line Speaker

£2.99

BOKING https://mirthy.co.uk/talks/?mc_cid=8863f767c0&mc_eid=c6c53b3741
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Solo Awadzi
Helping Carers & Families of People with Dementia
Our own Solo Awadzi is now a published author! His handbook entitled “Guide to Alzheimer's Disease
and Dementia Diagnosis” is available on Amazon in both paperback and Kindle formats with a fraction
of the proceeds going towards Alzheimer's Disease and Dementia Research. The publisher’s detail is
shown below:
“This handbook provides a pathway to the establishment of a proper
dementia diagnosis, and create awareness that there is help out there for
dementia sufferers. This is to guide those carers, family members and
friends who do not know how and where to make referrals. Anecdotally and
unbelievably, in the 21st century most people do not talk about dementia
(memory decline) or mental illness. It sounds like a forbidden topic in our
modern-day society. Trying to eradicate the stigma of these two conditions
is like getting blood out of a stone. Therefore, referral to a professional
person is always difficult to do. To make life easier for those who find it hard
to talk about these issues, this handbook (particularly for Alzheimer’s
disease and dementia sufferers) is meant to provide a pathway to help and
make appropriate referral with the idea of getting an accurate diagnosis.
Nearly 2 in 3 people are worried about dementia (Alzheimer’s Society, May 2012). 850,000 people in
the UK have dementia, and 24.5 million individuals in the UK have a close friend or family member
with dementia (Alzheimer’s Research UK 2015). This handbook is aimed at everyone and anyone in
this difficult situation; carers, relatives, family and friends of those who are new and not familiar with
the healthcare system in this country, and in particular for ethnic minority groups.
If this handbook falls into the hands of anyone from another country apart from the UK, then they
could use it to improve their “care of older people” and healthcare information system. A world-wide
dissemination of this handbook would be useful, as it could be used as a model of care!!!
I have narrated from my own personal experience based on the model from my last place of work, which
was in West London Mental Health Trust – Cognitive Impairment Disorder (CID), and to outline what
we did from the time a patient was referred to the dementia team till the time the patient was given an
appropriate diagnosis of Dementia or Mild Cognitive Disorder. This normally takes nine weeks. I am
not going into the details of types of dementia. This is a highly specialised and intricate subject.
The next few pages highlight the step-by-step guidance from referral to diagnosis, treatment and
management stages. At the end of this handbook, I have provided addresses and contact details of some
useful organisations which may give advice to older people and their carers when approached. Hope
this is helpful and useful to all readers!!”

Tony Vickers
BLETCHLEY PARK; SPECIAL OPS; FISH OIL;
LOFOTEN ISLES; ENIGMA MACHINE
The secret work of signals intelligence (Sigint) at Bletchley Park during the Second World War
continues to emerge and capture the interest of Bucks residents and elsewhere. At the outbreak of war,
cryptoanalysis or codebreaking was already seen as a vital part of the war effort. Bletchley was the main
centre from Autumn 1939, pulling together all three parts of a highly complex and thoroughly baffling
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exercise, namely interception, then decoding, then intelligence analysis. In early 1940 around 200 people
worked at Bletchley; by 1944 it was 10,000, and they were processing over 30,000 messages daily.
Within Nazi Germany, but also in Japan and Italy, a huge array of cipher machines under the code
name Enigma were used to encrypt and decrypt messages, using hundreds of rotors, keys and electrical
connections. Settings were changed daily and each armed service (Navy, Army, Intelligence etc) had its
own type of machine. Even if by chance a code was ‘broken’, it still only gave a ‘snippet’ of information,
not the full picture. Linking the bits together was the really difficult part. The Bletchley codebreakers
faced a challenge of enormous complexity and even more high-grade cipher machines were being
developed in Germany under code names Fish, JN25 and C-38. Although Polish scientists had worked
secretly on different intercepted cypher machines from 1929, and had passed on the information to
Britain, a breakthrough was desperately needed. The chances seemed slim.
However, a bit of luck (vital in wartime) was
about to happen. Eighty years ago, this
month, on 1st March, 1941, a small, daring
and less well-known naval raid on the
Lofoten Islands, 100 miles north of the Artic
Circle and off the Norwegian coast started to
change the picture. Codenamed Operation
Claymore, it consisted of around 500
commandos, sappers and naval officers.
Setting off from Scapa Flow in dreadful
weather on its 1000-mile journey, the flotilla
took three days to arrive, landing on thick
sea ice.
Their mission was to blow up the numerous fish
oil factories used to produce glycerine for the
German munitions industry. Although spotted
earlier by German planes, they met no
resistance and by noon their mission was
complete with no casualties. Preparing to
return home, they had destroyed 11 factories,
five ships, captured quislings and German
troops and were bringing back many
Norwegian civilians held as hostages. But the
real bonus emerged when they discovered on
board the armed trawler Krebs, before it was
sunk, a spare set of rotors for the German
navy’s (Kriegsmarine) Enigma coding machine.
Also captured were sets of critical German intelligence documents relating to U-boat activities in the
North Atlantic. Unaware at the time of their vital importance, the rotors and documents were brought
to Bletchley under very strict security. This enabled the code breakers to read some of the German
naval codes for some months. The rotors were vital parts of the jigsaw, but much remained to be done.
Another vital break came two months later on 7th May after the capture of the weather ship München.
The capture a few weeks later of an intact Enigma machine and code books on U110 was the decisive
breakthrough needed. At the time Churchill wanted to conduct a series of lightening commando raids
on different sections of the Norwegian coast to convince German military intelligence that a full-scale
invasion was being planned. By early 1944 almost 400,000 German troops were garrisoned in Norway,
tied up and well away from the Normandy landings. The deception worked and Bletchley was gaining
the upper hand. All this top intelligence was not revealed until almost four years afterwards.
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Jim Wilding – Group Leader
Musical Appreciation
I am sure that most of you are familiar with the suite of Prokofiev’s music
to the Film “Lieutenant Kije”. The music with which I am familiar is
purely instrumental, but, much to my surprise, I heard a radio version
which included singing. I set about an online search for the songs and
finished up with the rather crackly 1930 one-and-a-half-hour film of
“Lieutenant Kije” on www.youtube/Lieutant Kizhe/ then in Russian text
www.youtube.com”.
I found that the suite and film told differing stories. Lieutenant Kije exists
in name only as a result of a fictitious entry in the Royal Guards duty log
to cover up an incident accidentally alerting the Tsar’s palace guard when
a Guard shouts as his bottom is playfully pinched by his girlfriend. The Tsar demands to see the duty
log to identify the Guardsman guilty of raising this false alarm, hence the “appearance” of Lt. Kije.
The suite suggests the sequence of birth and romance leading to wedding and culminating in an
exhilarating troika (vehicle drawn by three horses) ride and finishing with Kije’s funeral.
The film opens with the false alarm, the Tsars pursuit of the culprit, but then the ride is an empty troika,
accompanied by Guardsmen singing drinking folksongs bearing Kije off to Siberia as his punishment!
The Tsar forgives and recalls him to St. Petersburg and promotes him to General, Kije’s wedding with
a bride but no groom, conducted by the Archbishop, follows. Finally, Kije’s death is contrived and his
elaborate funeral cortege is en route to the cemetery when the Tsar demotes him to Private and the
ceremony appropriately modified!

History of Transport
We had a most interesting and well attended joint Zoom
meeting with Local History in February, a presentation by
Cyril Parsons on the history of railways in Aylesbury Vale. I
will approach group members to see if we can repeat the Zoom
formula in future. I am hoping that with our Group’s
demographic we will all have had both vaccinations by June
or July and get back to “normal” with meeting before our
usual summer break until October.

Simon Reeks – Gadget Group
Another busy month covering issues ranging from setting up mobiles through to resurrecting a “dead”
Excel spreadsheet, via a non-functioning webcam and monitor – please contact me via
chairman@u3a.co or on 01296 483735 should you have any IT related questions.
Most mobile Pay As You Go accounts have recently increased in price greatly or moved to paying a
fixed amount each month to buy a bundle of services (a contract by any other name). O2 seems to be
the only main provider that is sticking to a cheap PAYG deal.
Although they no longer market it, their Classic account (3p a minute for calls, 2p for a text and 1p for
1MB of internet data) is still available if you have an unused SIM card – I have 3 cards available should
you need one (free, just stick something in your favourite charity box). If you are on Pay As You Go,
check how much the charges are currently, you may be surprised. Don’t forget that you may well find
that you lose the phone number and any credit on the account if you don’t make a chargeable call (or
text or use data) within a 3 to 6 months period (depending on which network you are with).
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Answers to Last Month’s Film Title Quiz
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

London station (10)
Paddington
Person with BA or BSc? (3,8)
The Graduate
Going forwards in reverse (4,2,3,6)
Back to the Future
Did she rule a continent? (3,7,5)
The African Queen
In pursuit of an antelope (3,4,6)
The Deer Hunter
Formal headgear (3,3)
Top Hat
2 decades ago, journey up above (4,1,5,7)
2001 A Space Odyssey
A dozen irate chaps (6,5,3)
Twelve Angry Men
Eight-legged moggy (9)
Octopussy
Compass setting? (5,2,5-4)
North by North-West
Blown away! (4,4,3,4)
Gone with the Wind
Very, very quiet little sheep (3,7,2,3,5)
The Silence of the Lambs
Wind-up fruit (1,9,6)
A Clockwork Orange
Valentine sent by Putin? (4,6,4,4)
From Russia with Love
Big! (5)
Giant
Even bigger! (7)
Titanic
Is bugle used for this film? (1,1,5)
G I Blues
Not down, but….? (2)
Up
Parts of your tack caught fire (7,7)
Blazing Saddles
Read it in Genesis (3,5,3)
All About Eve
They’ll break your spirit (12)
Ghostbusters
Numbers are obscure (6.7)
Hidden Figures
As Hal encountered this woman. (4,5,3,5)
When Harry Met Sally
Down by the docks (2,3,10)
On The Waterfront
Belle from the USA (8,6)
American Beauty

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

The White House? Wrong continent! (10)
Casablanca
Sprinter with a knife (5,6)
Blade Runner
Celestial birth? (1,4,2,4)
A Star is Born
We prefer it cold, but…. (4,4,2,3)
Some Like It Hot
A cigar ad? (6)
Hamlet
Strike over a chocolate bar (6,2,3,6)
Mutiny on the Bounty
Roundabout (8)
Carousel
Heights make one dizzy (7)
Vertigo
A peer with gymnastic talent (3,4,2,3,5)
The Lord of the Rings
Tale from the nursery (3,5)
Toy Story
Ruler of the Jungle (3,4,4)
The Lion King
Rich animal - poorest part of the city (7,11)
Slumdog Millionaire
Cabbie! (4,6)
Taxi Driver
Bovine male is extremely cross (6,4)
Raging Bull
Dad of the deities (3,9)
The Godfather
The demise of a snide avian beast (2,4,1,11)
To Kill A Mockingbird
Carolling in inclement weather (7,2,3,4)
Singing in the Rain
Something to listen to (3,5,2,5)
The Sound of Music
Marvellous septet (3,11,5)
The Magnificent Seven
A quartet of matches and one despatch
(4,8,3,1,7) Four Weddings and a Funeral
Large-scale bid for freedom (3,5,6)
The Great Escape
Done by a bee? (3,5)
The Sting
Up above came down to earth (7)
Skyfall
The ruler and myself (3,4,3,1)
The King and I
Snow on the 25th! (5,9)
White Christmas

Next Contribution Date Friday 9th April
Contributions Welcome from ALL Members
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